He’s Alive – Do you really believe that?
Final teaching on the “How a proper understanding of our faith helps us in everyday life” mini-series

PROPOSITION: Jesus’ bodily & physical resurrection from the dead shows Jesus’ power, truth and victory over our greatest enemies.

I. The resurrection is central to our Christian faith

   A. Jesus died and was buried
      Lk 24:1-3
   
   B. Resurrected bodily & physically
      Lk 24:5-7
   
   C. Actually happened in history
      Lk 24:1, 4, 8, 11, 12
   
   D. Transformed the early believers

II. The resurrection shows Jesus’ power, truth and victory

   A. Power over fear
      Revelation 1:17-18
      “Do not be afraid”
   
   B. Truth of life after death
      “I was dead and now look”
   
   C. Victory over death and hell
      “I hold the keys of death”

III. Transforms our daily struggles and brings hope
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